**Snapper instructions**

1. Cut out the square. Turn the printed side face down. Fold and crease the square along each diagonal (corner to corner). **Make the corners meet exactly and the folds sharp.**

2. Open out and lay flat (still with the printed side face down).

3. Turn the square over so that the words face down. Fold all four corners into the centre.

4. Fold the square in half both ways.

5. Open out the flaps and put a finger or thumb into each compartment.

6. Ask someone to choose a corner word on the snapper. Snap in and out as you spell out the word, letter by letter.

7. Ask them to pick a word from inside the snapper. Spell it out, letter by letter, as you snap in and out.

8. Ask them to pick another word, then open the snapper and read out what they need to do.